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Utilising a modern, sleek cubic design the 
Nanto Plus provides a luxurious black and white 
monochrome finish. This space saving shape 
also offers completes versatility when it comes to 
installation, whether placed under or above the 
bathroom and kitchen sink. 

Inside there is a diamond quality enamel glass 
tank which incorporates a magnesium anode 
increasing the lifespan by up to 50%. It has a 
copper heating element which is submerged 
within the tank offering extremely fast reheat 
times and is insulated using high density CFC free 
polyurethane foam to achieve an ErP rating A.

The Nanto Plus features a digital control panel 
on the front offering the user complete control 
and allows the user to adjust the units water 
temperature or switch between eco, vacation, 

and boost modes. Eco mode sets the water 
temperature to an energy efficient 55°C whilst 
vacation mode will drop the water heater’s 
temperature to 7°C, reducing the energy 
consumption and running costs. If extra hot water 
is required the user can activate boost mode to 
increase the volume of hot water produced to 
sustain the high demand at any given time.
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The perfect solution for: 

 Domestic Homes 
 Apartments    
 Small Businesses 

  Schools

ErP Rating: A

Under and 
Above Sink

Anti-corrosive 
Tank Protection

Diamond Quality 
Enamel Tank

Compact DesignVacation Mode
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ENERGY 
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ErP

UNDER SINK

AH821551 10 2000 378 360 262 6.9 18 12 0.48 B

AH821553 15 2000 378 360 321 8 27 18 0.58 B

ABOVE SINK

AH821550 10 2000 378 360 262 6.9 18 12 0.48 A

AH821552 15 2000 378 360 321 8 27 18 0.58 A


